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Descriptive Summary
Title: Henry W. Dieckoff papers
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Extent: 8.25 linear feet
Repository: GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103
Abstract: The Henry W. Dieckoff papers document Dieckoff's activity in San Francisco's drag society, Imperial Court system and motorcycle clubs. Dieckoff (1915-1988), also known as the Baroness Von Dieckoff, was active in drag society since at least 1940, and was a major figure in the Imperial Court system.
Language of Material: English
Access
Collection is open for research.
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Acquisition Information
Scope and Content of Collection
The Henry W. Dieckoff papers document Dieckoff's activity in San Francisco's drag society, Imperial Court system and motorcycle clubs. Dieckoff (1915-1988), also known as the Baroness Von Dieckoff, was active in drag society since at least 1940, and was a major figure in the Imperial Court system. The collection includes Dieckoff's "Bag-a-Drag-by-the-Bay" articles, which narrate the activities of the subculture from 1940-1959, as well as a wide range of materials related to the court systems, from 1972-1988. There are also materials related to motorcycle clubs in San Francisco and London; materials related to the Tavern Guild of San Francisco, the nation's first gay business association which initially sponsored the Imperial Court System; photographs and scrapbooks that date back to the 1930s and through to Dieckoff's memorial; awards, plaques and proclamations honoring Dieckoff; autobiographical materials; and an Imperial Court gown.
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